
Preqin
Preqin struggled to fi nd an agile 
cloud reseller to adapt to their 
changing environments.

Key Services People Powered FinOps

Preqin became a Strategic Blue customer in 2018, and is one of the world’s most reliable 

sources of data, insights and tools for alternative assets. Their global research teams 

maintain relationships with industry professionals and monitor thousands of sources to 

provide the most comprehensive, accurate and timely data. As a cloud-centric company, 

Preqin needs to keep costs down, whilst providing their customers with the highest 

standard of analytics through their platform. This created the ideal environment for 

Strategic Blue to help reduce their cloud costs, allowing Preqin to focus on their 

core business.

Challenge

Preqin is a sophisticated cloud customer that 
needs an agile cloud reseller to be able to fi t 
their ever-changing needs.

Preqin is looking for cost reduction that fi ts in 
with their changing environments, this meant 
that using the cloud vendor directly would be 
diffi  cult due to the strict terms. Instead, Preqin 
sought non-standard ways to save money, 
something Strategic Blue was able to explore.

Committing usage to the cloud vendor can be 
restrictive. Once a customer has committed 
usage it makes it very diffi  cult to change this. 
Preqin, found their cloud roadmap changing 
towards the route of containers but also found 
much of their infrastructure tied into 
long-term commitments.

Preqin saved an average 
of $11k per month

Preqin grew their 
breadth of service 
adoption by 41%

Our unrivalled fl exibility 
levels led Preqin to 
increase their 
reservations by 21%



 Get more value from your cloud. Visit strategic-blue.com

Cost Management in IAAS is never 

easy or fun. We are very pleased 

that Strategic Blue has helped 

ease that load.

Dave Boxall, VP of Infosec and  
Engineering, Preqin

Solution

With lots of spinning plates and changes on the 
horizon, communication is key to ensure a  
successful and low-cost cloud strategy. Strategic 
Blue and Preqin hold monthly meetings to  
discuss potential savings and upcoming  
changes that might impact the current  
environment. Strategic Blue was able to let 
Preqin focus on the technical changes that were 
required, whilst providing ways to reduce their 
cloud costs. 

To allow for large changes to the infrastructure, 
Strategic Blue gave Preqin as much flexibility 
and visibility as possible and continued to reduce 
their AWS bill. Changes that wouldn’t be possible 
directly with the cloud vendor.

Results

When Preqin found themselves moving towards 
the containerisation route, it meant that  
significant changes had to be considered. Preqin 
had committed three years of cloud usage, which 
was likely to change or stop. 

As a sophisticated reseller, Strategic Blue was 
able to buy-back the remainder of the two-year 
commitment - something that isn’t possible  
directly with the cloud vendor. This has freed  
Preqin of their original commitment, allowing 
them to make any necessary changes to  
their infrastructure.  
 
Strategic Blue offers a range of flexible and 
short-term commitments allowing Preqin to  
save money and not worry about the  
long-term constraints. 

On average Strategic Blue has saved Preqin $11k 
per month on their AWS bill through a  
mixture of standard and non-standard methods.  

Get more value from your cloud  
with Strategic Blue 

Cloud procurement and FinOps specialists focusing on three 

key areas which help you to:

Buy cloud your way Understand your cloud usage Optimise your cloud costs

Find out how much you could save! 

+44 203 872 2583
sales@strategic-blue.com


